The Model C family of test sets with output current metering at high voltage. The 170kv Model C-1.5+ is on the left. The 100kv Model C-1 or 120kv Model C-1+ is in the middle. The 50kv Model CG-.5 or 60kv Model CG-.5+ is on the right.

The Model CG family of test sets with output current metering in the ground return.

The 50kv Model CG-.5 or 60kv Model CG-.5+ is on the left. The 100kv Model CG-1 or 120kv Model CG-1+ is in the middle. The 170kv Model CG-1.5+ is on the right.
Each VON Model C test set consists of a corona free high voltage base cabinet, a control box, a sectionalized discharge stick, and a protective output resistor.